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o you like wearing a watch? No? But you would like to know what time is it
without pulling out a mobile phone from your pocket all the time? Make
this wristband with watch in a retro style for yourself in colours you love!

Needs

ź
ź
ź
ź

Canvas size 2 (2 squares per 1 cm) - max. dimension 40x10 cm
Fabric strips 1,3 cm wide or yarn: 2colours, 5 m from each one (to create the same pattern as I do)
LockerHook, tapestry needle, 3 m of locking medium cotton twine, scisors
Watch face, jewellery clasp (slide, pinch, magnetic, hook & eye closing set); I used in first project 5Strand slide clasp and in second project 2 sets of hook & eye closing

If you do not have all necessities at home, you can order these things in my eshop www.dovedne-ruce.cz also.

Instructions

Take a tape measure, pass it around your hand and try what length are you able to pull over your wrist. The
measured length divide by 5 (this bracelet consists from 5 same squares). This is the dimension how big
should be each one part after looping. The bracelet size will be a little bit smaller after looping. You will
not be able to pull it over your wrist and it looks nice - neither too big nor too small.
My own example: I am able to pull over my wrist 20 cm, so this is why I need 20cm long
bracelet. I divide 20 cm by 5 parts and got by this 4 cm. This is how big should be one part after
looping - 4x4 cm.
We will use canvas size 2 (2 squares per 1 cm) for this projects. This canvas is good for small project
because its density allows to create fine patterns. For size 4x4 cm in canvas size 2 would be necessary to
cut 8x8 squares for 1 part but the canvas is flexible a little bit and by edge looping will be the dimension a
little bit wider, so is better to reduce the dimension for 2 squares in each direction. It means that we will
need to cut 6x6 squares for one part + do not forget to add 3 squares in each direction for folding.

Canvas preparation

Cut a 5 pcs of same parts according the schedule
below. Fold all edges of canvas.

If you will pull over your wrist example:

#1
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20 cm:
5 parts for 6x6 squares + 3 squares in each direction = cut 12x12 squares x 5 pcs
22-23 cm: 5 parts for 7x7 squares + 3 squares in each direction = cut 13x13 squares x 5 pcs
25 cm:
5 parts for 8x8 squares + 3 squares in each direction = cut 4x14 squares x 5 pcs
27-28 cm: 5 parts for 9x9 squares + 3 squares in each direction = cut 15x15 squares x 5 pcs
30 cm: 5 parts for 10x10 squares + 3 squares in each direction = cut 16x16 squares x 5 pcs

Choose the pattern you want to have on your bracelet and loop all five parts according to the drawing. Ends
of strips/yarn and locking medium cotton twine also pull up by tapestry needle and hide them under several
finished loops and the rest cut off. You would have 2 pieces in the same pattern and the fifth - the middle
one - you modify for a watch face placing. Do not forget to whip stitch edges of all five parts.
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The middle part you would modify in two ways. In the same way as I do (see picture 6th) - take a tapestry
needle and extend a gap between two canvas fibers in the middle. To this space push the face watch with
chunk snap button (you would help yourself by both forefingers - in the same time spread by forefinger’s
nails the canvas fibers on the bottom side and push watch face against your nails). This face watch has a
half-ball in the end so it will be fixed on place by this way or you can use the second way.

2nd way: To this way you will need a connector fits chunk snap button. On this middle part cut all four
canvas fibers around the middle cross and paint ends by a quick-drying glue. When it is dry, whip stitch the
connector fits chunk snap button from the bottom side by several stitches and click the watch face from
the up side to this connector.
Whip stitch all five parts together on the bottom sides by firm thread and whip stitch some of your choosed
jewellery clasp.
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If you do not like the frayed fabric, cut them off with a scissors very close the the fabric.
Done! Get dressed only and go out.
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Pattern drawing

Next pattern drafts

Did you try this project? Are you sattisfied?
Show your finished projects to the others... take a pictures, send them to my email address
sonja@dovedne-ruce.cz or on FB www.facebook.com/lockerhooking
to 31.01.2015 with your name and town and I will publish them on my web pages.
The best project win a set for next wrist watch in a retro style creating!
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